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• In a seller’s market and want to make a profit

• Ready to relocate

• Needing a larger space for your growing family

You may be...

There are plenty of reasons you may be putting your first home 
up for sale. If you are a first time home seller, there are details 
and logistics you need to know about. 

This guide will give you all of the insight you need to be sure you 
don’t miss a thing. Wrap it all up so you can focus on the fun part; 
buying your next home!

You’ve got a lot of money on the line. How much you sell your 
home for can directly impact your next move. We want to make 
sure you aren’t losing any time or money!

This guide will help you stop the gaps and ensure smooth sailing 
as you sell your first home. 

Here is what’s inside:

1. Planning Ahead.......................................................................

2. 7 Steps To Prep Your Home To Sell...........................

3. Going On The Market.........................................................

4. Getting To Closing...............................................................

5. Final Steps.................................................................................
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Planning Ahead
Find an Agent
Find the right REALTOR®. This will be someone local who has a good understanding of how to 
market and sell homes in your area. You also want someone who communicates in a way that is 
helpful and easy for you. Making the wrong partnership up front could be detrimental to an easy 
home selling process.

Knowing your Options
Do you plan on buying a home before selling?  Or do you need to sell first in order to buy? Buying 
or selling with a contingency on the other home may or may not be a realistic option, depending 
on the market. Talk to your agent about the pros and cons of each option to decide which is right 
for you.

Value
Understanding the value of your home can help determine your next move. A great agent will be 
able to provide a realistic value range. Your home value should be objectively assessed based 
on comparable homes, market conditions, the amount preparations done before going on the 
market. Do you want to know your homes estimated value? Click here

*Caution* Make sure you are not basing your next move on an overinflated number...What seller 
doesn’t want to hear their home is worth more money? Some agents will give a high value only 
to win a listing. Not having realistic expectations can cause unnecessary obstacles stress and 
disappointment later on.

Timeline
Click here for the our marketing and listing timeline. Talk to your agent about how your next 
move and search will fit in to the selling process. For example, many sellers will work on getting 
all of the preparations for their home done first. Once they find a home, they are then able move 
quickly and list.

7 Ways To Prep Your Home To Sell
Talk to your agent about a specific game plan for 

preparations. Here are 7 common recommendations:

1
Make Repairs:

Anything that is broken 
should be fixed.

If something is older 
and functioning, it 
generally may be 
ok. Conversely, if 

something appears 
“broken” but is ok, it 

should be addressed. 
Settlement cracks on 
walls and ceilings are 

an example of this..

2
Declutter:

Remove excess 
furniture, collectables, 

toys, etc. Remove 
personal items 
and pictures.

3

4

Paint:
A fresh coat of paint 
goes a long way and 
is worth the expense 

many times over. 
Using a current neutral 
tone will help appeal 
to the largest buyer 

pool possible.

5
Do you need 
an upgrade?

Common upgrades 
include appliances, 

counters, vanities, and 
lighting fixtures.

6
Curb appeal:

Trim back overgrown 
bushes, especially 

those covering 
windows. Add fresh 

mulch and seasonal 
potted flowers. Adding 
a new coat of paint to 

the front door 
with a  pop of 

color often helps.

7
Replace all burnt out 

light bulbs.
Deep clean the 

entire home including 
windows both inside 

and outside. Pay 
special attention to 
vents, ceiling fans, 
and scuff marks. 

Tip
Neatly storing in 

unfinished spaces 
is ok.
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Tip
Warm white colored 
light bulbs generally 
photograph better 

then “daylight” 
colored tones. Also 
avoid mixing light 

bulb colors.

http://Ternullo.FreeHomeValues.net
https://www.ternullorealestate.com/article/view/253005/1/39237/


Going On The Market Getting To Closing
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Staging
Most sellers can benefit from some form of staging; re-arranging what you currently have 

to bringing in accessories and/or new furniture. Staging has been shown to make rooms 

appear larger and homes to look more updated. Staged homes ultimately sell quicker and 

for more money than non-staged homes.

Showings/Open House
Once your home is on the market, getting out for showings and open houses can certainly 

be challenging especially with children and pets. The goal is to allow as many people to 

see your home as possible. Coming up with a game plan early in the process saves lots of 

stress (and potentially profit!) compared to being unprepared. Will there be parameters for 

showings?  Some find it helpful to go away for the first weekend when the listing is new. Talk 

to your agent about what is realistic while giving you the best shot at selling for top dollar.

Pictures & Videos
It’s a digital age. Prospective buyers will favor homes that have great, professional photos 

and even video tours.

Getting Offers
Is it better to accept an offer right away or to try and create a bidding war? Discuss with your 

agent the pro’s and cons of each. Pricing, marketing, exposure, and setting parameters for 

buyers and agents can all help to create multiple offers. With whichever route you decide to 

take, having a plan is paramount to maximizing value. 

Hire not only an attorney but a real estate attorney. They will negotiate the purchase and 

sales agreement on your behalf and help guide you to closing. While no one ever plans on 

obstacles to arise, having the right attorney can be the difference between a successful 

closing vs not.

Signing Purchase and Sales is a big step. However, its not a “done deal” until it closes. It is 

usually safe to pack everything away after all the buyer’s contingencies have been met.  

Typical time frame from offer to closing is 40-60 days.

Before closing, your local fire department will inspect the smoke detectors to make sure they 

are up to date. They will provide a “smoke certificate” that is a requirement in order to close 

a home in Massachusetts. 

If you have a septic system, you will need a Title V report done. 

If any repairs are required by the purchase and sales agreement, paid invoices should be 

provided to the your attorney and agent.

Home should be clean and vacated by the night before or morning of closing.

Transfer taxes are paid by the seller in Massachusetts. “Stamp taxes” are collected at the 

closing at $4.56 per thousand dollars. 



Ready to get started?
Get in touch today and get expert guidance to go 

through this process!
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